Mutant cell surface receptors as targets for individualized cancer diagnosis and therapy.
The catalogue of gene alterations in human cancer is growing rapidly. Alterations in specific genes that play important roles in diverse cellular functions such as cell adhesion, signal transduction, differentiation, development or DNA-repair have been identified. Cancer-associated mutant cell surface molecules are very attractive candidates to target tumor cells because they offer the possibility of minimizing toxic effects to non-tumor cells. The cell adhesion molecule E-cadherin has been shown to play a major role in determining which of the two subtypes of gastric cancer, diffuse or intestinal type, develops. E-cadherin gene mutations typically affect the extracellular portion of the homophilic receptor and are frequently found in patients with diffuse-type tumors. Cancer-specific monoclonal antibodies against the E-cadherin mutational hot spot region are now available. In cell culture and in animal studies we have shown that mutation-specific antibodies exclusively target cells expressing abnormal E-cadherin. Those cells expressing the normal protein were not affected, demonstrating the specificity of our approach. After linking to toxins, drugs or radiolabeled mutation-specific antibodies could serve as very specific agents to treat small tumor deposits. Patients for this novel individualized cancer therapy can be identified within a day using routine immunohistochemistry of biopsies.